It is an open question to what extent wetlands contributed 4 to the interglacial-glacial decrease in atmospheric methane concentration.
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to overestimate boreal wetland area and underestimate tropical wetland area when com-90 pared to satellite observations (Prigent et al, 2007) . In addition, the Matthews and Fung by Shindell et al. (2004) at 4x5 degree resolution in an atmospheric GCM.
97
Here we will use the same approach, by applying thresholds for soil moisture and tem-98 perature on a monthly basis. As wetlands cover only part of a grid cell, it is assumed 99 that slope is not a limiting factor at the grid resolutions of the selected GCMs. Viable 100 wetlands are taken to exist for soil temperature above zero. By trial and error we found and annual-mean value to facilitate comparison between models and the threshold was 106 set at 5-6% (depending on the model). Fractional coverage was taken to increase linearly 107 with soil moisture, ranging between 5.5% of a grid cell and a maximum coverage of 11%.
108
Generally this results in a higher fractional coverage for boreal wetlands than tropical 109 wetlands, which is in agreement with observations (Matthews and Fung, 1987; Prigent 110 et al., 2007) . The resulting wetland distributions are evaluated in the following section,
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Combining all components results in the following expression for the emission strength E (in mg/m 2 /day):
Here k is a tunable constant, C is the fractional wetland coverage, T is the soil temperature
135
(in K) and Q 10 (T 0 ) is a constant (Gedney et al., 2004 Döll (2004) and Prigent et al. (2007) .
183
Global wetland area during the LGM ranges 2.7-4.8 10 6 km 2 at its minimum to 6.3-
184
7.3 10 6 km 2 at maximum inundation; a decrease by 4-18% compared to the PIH value.
185
Changes in wetland area in the tropics are small and vary among models (Fig. 2) . Large 186 and consistent changes occur at northern high latitudes, where all models show a major 187 decrease (Fig. 2) . This is partly due to the expansion of the ice sheets over North America
188
and Europe, resulting in a substantial reduction in potential wetland area. At the same 189 time, wetlands can form during the LGM on newly exposed continental shelves. The effect 190 of these changes in potential wetland area on methane emissions will be discussed further 191 in section 3.2.
192
The global methane flux was constrained to be ∼150 Tg during the PIH (it ranges 151 Tg, see Table 2 ). The latitudinal distribution shows a minor peak between 40-60
and a major peak around the equator (Fig. 3) 
Factor analysis of LGM methane emissions
The reduction in methane emissions during the LGM can be due to climatic factors, temperature and soil moisture, changes in vegetation (NPP) and geographic effects such as where continental ice caps cover potential wetland area and new wetlands forming on the exposed continental shelves. The geographic effects are separated from the climatic and vegetation effects by considering only those gridpoints where wetlands can potentially form during both time periods (Fig. 4, yellow) , thereby excluding the area covered by ice during the LGM (Fig. 4 , dark blue) and the land that is below sea level during the PIH (Fig. 4, red) . Methane emissions from the latter two areas are indicated as E ice and E shelves , respectively. For the remaining area a total reduction factor F tot is computed as the ratio of the LGM and PIH methane fluxes: The total reduction factor F tot can be computed directly from the emission expression (1).
208
Combining (1) and (2) it follows that F tot =F C F N P P F T , as indicated in the inset of Fig (Table 3) .
242
The reduction factor F N P P , related to plant productivity, shows an intricate latitudinal (Table 3 ). The primary cause of 249 lower global-mean plant productivity during the LGM seems to be the low atmospheric 250 CO 2 concentration, rather than climatic changes (Kaplan, 2002) .
251
Temperature effects reduce methane emissions most around 40 o N and are fairly con-most other models, namely 0.3 o C over boreal wetlands and 2.5 o C over tropical wetlands.
282
In addition to the three multiplicative factors, two additive factors play a role in equa-283 tion (2). These additive components are related to the ice sheets and the exposure of 
Discussion and conclusions
The LGM global methane flux from natural wetlands is consistently reduced by 35-42% only, comparable in magnitude to the decrease in the tropical mean emission temperature.
304
The net effect on the global methane flux of changes in wetland distribution varies among 305 models, but is always small and cancels in the model mean.
306
Emissions during the LGM are affected by the presence of ice sheets and newly exposed 307 continental shelves, in addition to climatic and vegetation effects. Ice sheets reduce boreal 308 emissions, while continental shelves are found to dominantly affect tropical emissions.
309
Quantitative estimates of their separate impacts vary among models, but the combined 310 effect on the global flux is consistently found to be small.
311
Models simulate a shift from boreal wetlands to tropical wetlands, with the latter source 312 becoming more important in the global methane budget during the LGM compared to the
313
PIH. This is due to a slightly stronger reduction in boreal emissions (Fig. 5) LGM (dashed) over the 'common' area (yellow in Fig. 4 ), integrated zonally and by 10 • latitude belts. Lower graph: the reduction factors, defined in section 3.2. These are the ratio between
LGM and PIH emissions (dark blue, with marks) and the separate factors associated with wetland
